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Materials

AbstrAct
Purpose: In paper characterized two methods produced titanium alloy: hitherto used in industry – conti-casting and 
innovative method of obtaining solid amorphous alloy by injection casting. The results of studies comparing the structure 
and properties of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V produced by both methods.
Design/methodology/approach: Test samples were titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V produced by two methods: conventional 
and injection. To achieve the objective pursued performed the following tests: microstructure observation was carried out, 
the analysis of mechanical properties (microhardness) and corrosion resistance tests were performed in Ringer’s liquid, 
which simulates the human body fluids.
Findings: Microstructural study allowed to observe that titanium alloy T-6Al-4V produced by conventional method has 
crystalline ordered structure which is characteristic for materials obtained by drawing, with oriented grains and elongated 
in the direction of drawing. Same alloy produced by injection casting has amorphous structure with occurrences of the 
single-crystal seeds, that kind of structure has lack of order and regularity. The microhardness study showed, that titanium 
alloy Ti-6Al-4V produced by drawing has a hardness of less than twice for the same alloy produced by the injection. The 
corrosion tests conducted in an environment that simulates human body fluids, revealed showed that the materials made 
by injection have significantly corrosion potential than alloy obtained by drawing.
Originality/value: The paper presents a comparative study of titanium alloy produced by drawing and massive 
amorphous  alloy produced by unconventional method – injection casting. By the results proved that the alloy produced 
by injection has much better properties than alloy produced by drawing.
Keywords: Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V; Massive amorphous alloy; Injection casting; Drawing
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1. Introduction 

Dynamic advances in technology necessitated the search for 
new materials, suitable to many industries. Since the mid-
twentieth century began to produce titanium and its alloys, and 
used on an industrial scale [1]. These materials are used in many 
fields for example: chemistry industry, aviation technology, 
energetics as well in automotive industry, architecture, medicine, 
and other sectors. [2, 3]. 

An important branch of industry applications of titanium and 
its alloys is a medicine, which is associated with a number of 
requirements for materials for biomedical applications. These 
materials should be of non-toxicity, should not cause allergic 
reactions, should have high corrosion resistance, mechanical 
properties suitable and sufficient resistance to wear by friction. In 
addition, should have a low tendency to form blood clots [4, 5]. 

In order to obtain elements made of titanium or alloys thereof 
with complex shape casting method is used [6]. Products obtained 
by casting are about 20-30% cheaper than achieved by way of 
plastic processing. For example, this method is used in the 
aerospace industry for the manufacture of objects of space and 
missile technology and the manufacture of components with 
varying degrees of complexity. Casting is also used when the 
execution of the product is not possible with stamping or welding 
method. Examples are casings, impellers for pumps, components 
of complex shape which, during the mass production it is 
recommended to die-casting. Method of die casting in the mold 

(technology VDC), has an advantage over conventional 
technologies [7]: 

in this process is eliminated waxing and shaping of the 
ceramic form, which is necessary when precision casting 
process models melted; 
it is possible to obtain a fine-grained structure of the metal, 
due to fast cooling, and therefore the possibility of obtaining 
better properties and fatigue endurance compared with 
elements received by conventional casting technology. 
Obtained by casting products can be formed by drawing, 

consisting of dragging through the tool’s hole, the aim of this 
action is to change the shape and cross-sectional [8].  

Injection casting is that when liquid metallic material is 
injected to copper mold. The technological process of preparation 
by injection is to placed pre-melted ingot in quartz capillary tube 
where it is melting induction, after then material is injected to 
copper mold by gas pressure. Cooling of the melt located in 
copper mold has a radial course [9]. 

Samples were prepared by injection casting have the shape of 
rods - these samples were produced using the apparatus which is 
in Fig. 1. The device is designed and build on Facultyof 
Manufacturing Engineering and Materials Technology - 
Częstochowa University of Technology. Apparatus for the 
preparation of solid amorphous alloys is composed of: vacuum 
work chamber, vacuum transformer coil position controller, 
induction furnace, gauge, pumping system, control  panel 
injection process and cooling, control rotary and diffusion pump, 
vacuum gauges and cooling medium. Scheme shown in Fig. 1.

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Apparatus for the preparation of solid amorphous alloys: a) cooling medium connection, b) working chamber,  
c) vacuum transformer coil position controller, d) transformer, e) gauge, f) induction furnace g) pumping system, h) control panel injection 
process and cooling i) vacuum gauges and control rotary and diffusion pump 
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Fig. 1. Apparatus for the preparation of solid amorphous alloys: a) cooling medium connection, b) working chamber,  
c) vacuum transformer coil position controller, d) transformer, e) gauge, f) induction furnace g) pumping system, h) control panel injection 
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Table 2.  
Summary of results of microhardness 

Type of sample Microhardness. HV0.1 Average. HV0.1 

Titanium alloy produced by conventional 
method with drawing 

371.9  

393.1 

385.1 

398.8 

410.9 

398.8 

Titanium alloy produced by injection casting 

754.7 

775.1 

784.5 

794.2 

749.0 

793.2 

 
Table 3.  
The results of electrochemical measurements titanium alloy, fabricated by different methods. Research conducted in the Ringer’s liquid.  

Type of sample E kor, V I kor, mA*mm -2 

Titanium alloy produced by conventional 
method with drawing -0.18 0.144 

Titanium alloy produced by injection casting -0.78 0.006 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. The averaged results of microhardness presented on column graph
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Fig. 8. Polarization curves showing the electrochemical studies 
 
a) b) 

 

 
Fig. 9. The macrostructures of titanium alloys after potentiodynamic tests over the range of potential for sample produced by a) 
conventional casting, b) injection casting 

 
 

The study demonstrated microhardness for the sample of 
titanium alloy Ti - 6Al - 4V produced by drawing, that its value is 
almost twice less than sample produced by injection casting. 
Arithmetic average micorhardness of the sample produced by 
injection casting is equal 775,1HV0,1 and for sample produced by 
conventional method is equal only 393,1HV0,1. 

The results of the electrochemical polarization study were 
presented by curves of polarization which are shown in Fig. 8.  

Other values of the parameters determined from the 
potentiodynamic curves are shown in Table 3. 

The macrostructures of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V after 
potentiodynamic tests over the range of potential for sample 

produced by conventional and injection casting were presented on 
Fig. 9a and 9b.  

The corrosion tests conducted in an environment that 
simulates human fluid showed that the material produced by 
injection casting has a higher corrosion potential than the alloy 
produced by drawing. The lower density of electric current with 
higher potential corrosive, the higher corrosion resistance. 
recorded polarization curve for a sample produced by the 
injection is shifted in the direction of the positive values of 
potential w compared to sample molded and shaped by drawing. 
Components produced by injection are characterized by higher 
biotolerance than components produced by conventional casting. 

4. Conclusions 
The method used for preparing the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V, 

affects the type of structure, and by this material property. Method 
of forming a melt by drawing provides a conventional melt with 
crystalline structure. Fast cooling during molding the sample 
produced by injection allows obtained amorphous structure which 
is characterized by a lack of order and regularity. Microhardness 
analysis showed that the alloy obtained by this method shows 
almost twice the hardness, as compared with the same alloy 
produced by conventional method. Higher hardness is equal lower 
abrasiveness of these components. That property is very important 
when alloy is used to produce the implant. The study was sowed 
that corrosion resistance of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V is dependent 
is on the chosen technology manufacturing.  This statement is 
confirmed by the observations of macroscopic - better corrosion 
resistance is when was used alloy produced by injection casting - 
confirmed by polarization curves. From a medical point of view, 
titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V produced by injection casting, has  
a much better performance than the same alloy produced by 
conventional casting.
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Fig. 8. Polarization curves showing the electrochemical studies 
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Fig. 9. The macrostructures of titanium alloys after potentiodynamic tests over the range of potential for sample produced by a) 
conventional casting, b) injection casting 
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